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INDUCED C* -ALGEBRAS AND LANDSTAD DUALITY
FOR TWISTED COACTIONS

JOHN C. QUIGG AND IAIN RAEBURN

Abstract. Suppose N is a closed normal subgroup of a locally compact group

G. A coaction e: A —» M(A ® C*(N)) of N on a C*-algebra A can be
inflated to a coaction S of G on A , and the crossed product A x¿ G is

then isomorphic to the induced C*-algebra Ind^A xe N . We prove this and a

natural generalization in which A xf N is replaced by a twisted crossed product

A x G/N G ; in case G is abelian, we recover a theorem of Olesen and Pedersen.

We then use this to extend the Landstad duality of the first author to twisted

crossed products, and give several applications. In particular, we prove that if

l-*'N-*d— G/N -> 1

is topologically trivial, but not necessarily split as a group extension, then every

twisted crossed product A x G/N G is isomorphic to a crossed product of the

form A x N .

Introduction

Let ô be a coaction of a locally compact group G on a C*-algebra B . The

cocrossed product BxsG is a C*-algebra whose representations are given by the

covariant representations of the cosystem (B, G, a) ; it is generated by a copy

MB) of B and a copy jG(C0(G)) of C0(G) (e.g., [LPRS], [Rae3], [Rae4]).
The embedding jG is C7-equivariant, and the first author has recently shown that

the existence of such an equivariant embedding characterizes cocrossed products

by coactions [Qui2]. In apparently unrelated work, Echterhoff has shown that

an ordinary dynamical system (A, G, a) is an induced system (Ind#F>, G, x)

exactly when there is a (/-equivariant embedding of Co(G/II) in the center of

M(A) ([Ech]; for this version of his result, see Section 1). Here we shall show

that Echterhoffs theorem does give useful information about cocrossed prod-

ucts by coactions, and especially about the twisted cocrossed products of [PR].

In particular, we use it to extend the theorem of [Qui2] to twisted cocrossed
products.

Suppose ô is a coaction of G on B, and N is a closed normal subgroup

of G which is amenable. A twist for ô relative to G/N is a homomorphism

/: Co(G/N) —► M(B) such that (/, j) is a covariant representation of the re-

stricted cosystem (B, G/N, S\), and j takes values in the fixed-point algebra

M(B)S = { b £ M(B) | 0(b) = b <8> 1}. The twisted crossed product B xG/N G
is the quotient of B <x¿ G whose representations are given by the covariant
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representations (n, p): (B, Co(c7)) —> B(ß^) satisfying n o j = p\Co(G/N) ', it is

generated by the image of a covariant representation (kB, kG) of (B, G, Ô),

and the embedding kG of Co(C7) is equivariant for the dual ./V-action. Now

it is definitely not true that the canonical embeddings kG or jG take values in

the center of M(B x G). However, by convolving 7g|c0(g/v) with the inverse

of the twist jb ° j, we can produce an equivariant embedding of Co(G/N)

in ZM(B x G), and applying Echterhoffs theorem gives an isomorphism of

B x¿ G onto the induced algebra Ind^ß «g/n G. In the case of abelian G,

where ô is given by an action of G, and B xG¡N G is the twisted covariance

algebra B xN± G of Green [Gre], we recover a theorem of Olesen and Peder-

sen [OP3]. Our result indicates why they had to restrict attention to actions of

abelian groups: theirs is really a theorem about coactions rather than actions.

We next characterize the twisted cocrossed product BxG/NG as a C*-algebra

A with an action a of JV (corresponding to the dual action ô ) and an N-

equivariant embedding of Co(G) (playing the role of kG). Rather than repeat

the whole analysis of [Qui2], we form the induced system (Ind^, G, x), and

apply the main theorem of [Qui2] to it, thus realizing Ind^4 as a cocrossed

product DxeG. We then prove that e is given by a twist on G/N, so that by

our previous theorem Ind^4 = D xe G = IndD kG/n G, and deduce from this

that A = D x GjN G. This does not give the detailed characterization of B as a

subalgebra of M (A)5 required for our applications, but we are able to recover

this using techniques of Mansfield [Man].

We begin with a section on preliminary matters concerning coactions and

the main result of [Qui2]. In Section 2 we discuss the convolution of represen-

tations of Co(C7), and cocycles for coactions. Section 3 contains the version

of Echterhoffs theorem we need. In Section 4 we prove that, if ô is given

by a twist on G/N, then B xô G = Ind^i? xG¡N G. We use this in Section

5 to characterize twisted cocrossed products (the "Landstad duality"), and in

Section 6 we discuss some applications. The most interesting of these—and, in

our view, the most surprising—is that, if G is trivial as a principal ./V-bundle,

then every twisted cocrossed product B xG¡N G is isomorphic to a cocrossed

product B xe N by an (untwisted) coaction of N. This is analogous to the

corresponding property for crossed products by actions of semidirect products

(cf. [PR, Section 5(b)]); the surprise is that we only need a topological splitting,

rather than an algebraic one.

As in [Qui2] and [PR], we have chosen to work with reduced group algebras

and the corresponding reduced coactions. Almost all our results remain true for

the full coactions of [Rae3], and this often enables us to lift the hypothesis of

amenability from the normal subgroup N. In Section 7, we outline the changes

that need to be made to carry over our results. The crux of the matter is the link

between coactions and representations of Co(C7), and we separate a technical

aspect of this in an appendix. The second author wishes to point out that the

full coactions we study involve full group algebras, but minimal tensor products;

the first author has almost convinced him that this theory retains most of the

gains over the reduced theory envisaged in [Rae3], while avoiding some of the

technical difficulties involved in using maximal tensor products.

This research was carried out while the first author was visiting at the Uni-

versity of Newcastle. He wishes to thank his hosts, particularly Iain Raeburn,
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for their hospitality. The research was supported by the Australian Research

Council.

1. Preliminaries

Let G be a locally compact group, and let XG and pG denote the left and

right, respectively, regular representations of G on L2(C7). As a bounded
strictly continuous Af(C*(C7))-valued function, XG may be regarded as a uni-
tary element of Af(C0(C7)<8>C;(t7)) [APT, Corollary 3.4], and we write WG for
XG when we have this interpretation in mind. Although it does not matter in

this particular case, we mention that we will give all C*-tensor products the

minimal C* -tensor norm.

Definition 1.1. If A is a C*-algebra, we say a *-subalgebra Y of M (A) is

nondegenerate in M (A) if Y A = A (where the juxtaposition of two subspaces

of an algebra denotes the linear span of the set of products). If Y is a C*-

subalgebra, then it is nondegenerate in M (A) if and only if some (hence every)

bounded approximate identity for Y converges strictly to 1 in M (A). If B
is another C*-algebra, we say a homomorphism (always assumed *-preserving

when between C*-algebras) n: A —> M(B) is nondegenerate if its range is

nondegenerate in M(B).

Vallin [Val] and Woronowicz [Wor] observe that C* -algebras and nondegen-

erate homomorphisms into multiplier algebras form a category, since a nonde-

generate homomorphism of A to M(B) extends uniquely to a strictly contin-

uous (unital) homomorphism of M (A) to M(B), and that the isomorphisms

in this category are the usual isomorphisms between C*-algebras. For exam-

ple, the full subcategory of commutative C* -algebras is dual to the category

of locally compact Hausdorff spaces with continuous maps. More generally (as

will come out of the proof of Lemma 3.3), nondegenerate homomorphisms

from Co(X) to ZM(A) are in one-to-one correspondence with continuous

maps from Prim A to X. Another familiar case is given by nondegenerate

homomorphisms of C*(G) to M (A), which correspond to strictly continuous

unitary representations of G in M (A) (see [Rael, Proposition 2(2)], for exam-

ple). A nondegenerate representation of a C* -algebra A on a Hubert space %?
may be identified with a nondegenerate homomorphism of A to the multiplier

algebra of the C* -algebra 3?(ßf) of compact operators on X.

The representation XG <g> XG determines a nondegenerate homomorphism

SG: C;(G) -» M(C;(G) ® Q((?)), and this gives C;(G) a comultiplication,
i.e., (ôG ®t)oôG = (i® ôG) o ôG .

In Sections 1-6 "coaction" will mean "reduced coaction", so that a coaction

of G on a C*-algebra B is a nondegenerate injective homomorphism ô: B —»

M(B®C;(G)) suchthatv r v    n

Ô(B)(Q®C;(G))CB®C;(G)   and   (Ô ® i) o S = (i ® SG) oS.

We call the triple (B, G, S), or sometimes just the pair (B, G), a cosystem.

ô gives rise to a Banach representation of the reduced Fourier-Stieltjes algebra
Br(G) on B via ôf = SfoS , where Sf denotes the slice map determined by

Sf(b®c) = f(c)b for / e Br(G), b e B , and c e C;(G). Most of the time we
only need the restriction of this representation to the Fourier algebra A(G).
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Two cosy stems (B, G, S) and (C, G, e) are called conjugate if there is an

isomorphism O:ß->C such that eod = (8®i)oô, and in this case we also

say that 0: (B, G) —* (C, G) is a conjugacy.
A cosystem (B, G, ô), or the coaction ô itself, is called nondegenerate if

B is nondegenerate as an ^(G)-module. From the context it is always clear

whether nondegeneracy of ô is meant in this latter sense or in the sense of

homomorphisms into multiplier algebras. It is an open problem whether every

coaction is nondegenerate.
Most of the following result follows from [NT, Theorem A.l]. Recall the

subscript notation for placement of tensors, e.g., if x £ M (A ® B) then

*i2 = x ® 1    and   x\s = i ® o(xX2),

where o denotes the flip isomorphism determined by o(a® b) = b ® a . This

notation, and obvious adaptations of it, will be used without comment. Re-

call [LPRS, Remark 3.2 (2)] that a unitary W e M (A ® Q(G)) is called a
corepresentation if it satisfies the corepresentation identity

t®ôG(W) = WX2WXi.

Lemma 1.2 (Nakagami and Takesaki). The set of nondegenerate homomorphisms

p: Co(G) —► M (A) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of corepresenta-

tions W £ M (A ® C*(G)). The correspondence is determined by

W = p®i(WG),

p(f)=Sf(W),        f£A(G),

and we write Wn for p®i(WG).

Proof. The only new assertion here is that if W e M (A ® C*(G)) is a corepre-

sentation, then the corresponding homomorphism p: Co(G) —► M (A) is non-

degenerate. We verify this here, borrowing an approximation argument from

[LPRS, Theorem 2.9]. Let aeA, and choose /e A(G) with f(e) = 1 . Then

a = af(e) = aSf(l) = Sf(a®l)

= Sg.x(a ® 1),        for some g e A(G), x e Cr*(G)

= Sg((a®x)W"W)

« ^2Sg((aj ® x¡)W),        for finitely many a, e A, x¡ £ C*(G)
i

-2^a,p(g x,).

_
Hence, A c Ap(Co(G)), showing that p is nondegenerate.   □

We can use a nondegenerate homomorphism p: Co(G) —► M (A) to define a

coaction ô of G on A by

ô(a) = AdWli(a® 1),

and as in [LPRS, Definition 2.7] we call such a coaction unitary. More generally,

if ô restricts to give a coaction, still denoted by ô, on a C*-subalgebra B

of M(A), we say the cosystem (B, G, ô) is implemented by p, and write

ô = Ad Wß .
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We extend the concept of covariant representations slightly: let a (B, G, ô)

be a cosystem. A covariant representation of (B, G, Ô) in M (A) will mean a

pair (n, p), where re: B -+ M (A) and p: Co(G) —> M (A) are nondegenerate

homomorphisms satisfying the covariance identity (n®i)oS = AdWflo(n®l).

Of course, a covariant representation in the usual sense on a Hubert space %?

can be identified with an covariant representation in MLJTffi)), and a co-
variant representation in M (A) can be made into a covariant representation

on a Hubert space by composing with any faithful, nondegenerate representa-
tion of A . The discussion of [Qui2, Section 2] concerning covariant represen-

tations carries over almost verbatim to the present context. In particular, if

(re, p) is a covariant representation of (B, G, ô) in M (A) then C*(n, p) =

n(B)p(Co(G)) isa C*-subalgebra of M (A). Moreover, Ad Wß gives a coaction

of G on n(B), nondegenerate if S is, and when re is faithful it implements a

conjugacy between the cosystems (B, G, S) and (n(B), G, Ad Wß).

Let (re , p) be a covariant representation of a cosystem (B, G, S). We say

that (C*(n, p), re, p) is a cocrossed product of the cosystem (B, G, ô) if ev-

ery covariant representation (p, v) factors through (n, p), i.e., if there is a
homomorphism 8 of C*(re, p) such that 8on = p and 8 op = v . As usual,

up to isomorphism there is a unique cocrossed product, and we denote a generic

one by (BxgG, jB, jf¡). We write (BkG, jB, jc) if S is understood, and for
a covariant representation (re, p) of (B, G) we let re x p denote the (unique)

homomorphism of B k G such that (re x p) o jB = n and (re x p) o jG = p .

When we say that a C* -algebra A is isomorphic to B x G, we mean that there

is a covariant representation (n, p) of (B, G, ô) such that A = C*(n, p)
and (A, n, p) is a cocrossed product of (B, G, ô). If 7t is a nondegenerate

homomorphism of B in M (A), then Ind7t = ((n ® i) oô, 1 ® i) is a covariant

representation of (B, G, ô) in M(A®JÍ(L2(G))), called the regular covariant

representation induced by it, and when % is faithful (C*(Indre), Indre) is a

cocrossed product of (B, G, 3) [LPRS, Theorem 3.7]. The dual action ô of

G on B x¿ G is determined by

l(jB(b)jG(f)) = jB(b)jG(s-f),        s£G.

Here and in the sequel we use the G-actions on Q(C7) given by

(s.f)(t) = f(ts)   and   (f-s)(t) = f(st),

which we term right and left translation, respectively. Katayama's duality the-

orem [Kat, Theorem 8] states that if ô is nondegenerate then

B xs G »¿ r G = B ® Jf(L2(C7)),

where the subscript r indicates the reduced crossed product.

The terminology involving actions, systems, crossed products, etc., is exactly

analogous to that which we have introduced for coactions; in particular, we

denote the crossed product of a system (A, G) by A x G.

For later convenience, we record the following elementary

Proposition 1.3. //0: (B, G, ô) —► (C, G, e) isa conjugacy between cosystems,

then there is a conjugacy <P: (B ks G, G) -» (C xf G, G) such that

®°JB = Je ° 9   and   ®ojôG = j€G.
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Proof. It is straightforward to check that (jc ° 6, jG) is a covariant represen-

tation of (B, G, ô) in M(C xe G) and that the corresponding nondegenerate

homomorphism <J> = (jG ° 0) x jG: B xá G —> Af(C x£ C7) is G-equivariant
with range C xE G. It follows from [Qui2, Proposition 3.1] that <P is an iso-

morphism. Moreover, Ooj{ = jc o 0 and Ooj^ = /^, so <P conjugates

(BksG,G) to (CxeG, G),   a

We will need the following adaptation of the construction from [Qui2, Def-

inition 3.4-Definition 3.9], which is based upon work of Olesen and Pedersen

[OP1, Section 2], [OP2, note added in proof]. Let (A, G) be a system, and
define the sets

í j\ — Í       A/ft a\+    there exists EGa e M(A)+ with "I
pG(A) -yie M {A)      {EA(li<f,) = JG(s.a,(j))ds for all </> e A*+ J '

mG(A) = spanpG(^().

We frequently omit parts of the notation. By [Qui2, Lemma 3.5 and Corollary
3.6], m is a selfadjoint subalgebra of M (A) with positive part p, E extends

uniquely to a positive linear map from m into M (A) such that

Ea= [ s-ads       for all a e m,
JG

where the integral is taken in the weak * topology of A**, and the map a *-*

E(bac) is norm continuous on M (A) for any b, c e m. When a closed sub-

group H of G acts by right translation on Q(G), one readily checks that

CC(G) C m„(C0(G))

and

(Ec/G)f)(s) = / f(sh) dh,       fe CC(G) ,seG.
Jh

Proposition 1.4. If G acts on C*-algebras A and B, and if n: A —» M(B)
is a G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism, then n(m(A)) c m(B), and

n o EA = EB o n on m(A).

Proof. For a e p(A) and co e B*+ we have

r f r
/ (t.n(a) ,co)dt= I (n(t.a) ,œ)dt= I (t-a, n*(co)) dt

JG JG JG

= (EAa, n*(co)) = (n o EA(a), co),

so we have n(a) e p(B) and

%oEA(a) = EB on(a).

Since re is a *-homomorphism, the result follows.   D

Definition 1.5. If (A, G) is a system, X is a '-subalgebra of M (A), and Y is
a *-subalgebra of m(A), let

Fix(X, G,Y) = C*(E(YXY)).

If (B, G) is another system, and if p: B —* M (A) is a G-equivariant nonde-

generate homomorphism, let

Fix(X,G,p) = Fix(X,G,p(m(B))).
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When we apply the above construction, we will almost always take X to be

A. Landstad duality for coactions [Qui2, Theorem 3.3] states that a system
(A, G) is of the form (B x G, G) for some cosystem (B, G) if and only if

there is a G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism p: Q(G) —> A , and in

this case B may be taken to be Fix(^4, G, p).

Lemma 1.6. // (A, G) is a system and Y and Z are commuting *-subalgebras

of m(A) which are nondegenerate in M(A), then

Fix(A,G,Y) = Fix(A,G,Z).

In particular, if G is a closed subgroup of a locally compact group L, and

if p: Co(L) —► M(A) is a G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism, then

Fix(A, G,p) = Fix(A,G, p(Cc(L))).

Proof. For yx,y2 e Y, zx, z2 e Z, and a e A we have E(yxzxaz2y2) =

E(zxyxay2z2), so Fix(^l, G, Y) c Fix(^4, G, Z) by nondegeneracy of Z and

continuity of ûh E(yxay2), and the result follows by symmetry.   G

Lemma 1.7. Let (A, G) be a system, Y a nondegenerate *-subalgebra of'm(A),

and C a C*-subalgebra of M(A)G (the set of G-ftxed elements of M(A)) which
is nondegenerate in M (A). If C commutes with Y, then C is also a nonde-

generate C*-subalgebra of M(Fix(A ,G,Y)).

Proof. To see that C c Af(Fix(^, G, Y)), it is enough to observe that for c e

C, y, z e Y, and a £ A we have cE(yaz) = E(ycaz) £ Fix(,4, G, Y), and

similarly for E(yaz)c. Moreover, if {e¡} is a bounded approximate identity

for C, then

e¡E(yaz) = E(ye¡az) -► E(yaz),

since C is nondegenerate in M(A) and a >-> E(yaz) is continuous. Therefore,

C is nondegenerate in Af(Fix(^l, G,Y)).   D

Corollary 1.8. Let (A, G) be a system and Y a nondegenerate ^-subalgebra

of mG(A)r\ZM(A), where ZM(A) denotes the center of M (A). Then

M(Fix(A, G, Y)) = M(A)G.

Proof. M(A)G c M(Fix(A, G, Y)) by Lemma 1.7. The opposite containment

holds even without centrality of Y .   D

2. Convolutions and cocycles

The following concept, which will be crucial in the sequel, generalizes [NT,

Definition A.2]. Suppose p, v: Q(G) —» M(A) are commuting nondegenerate

homomorphisms. There is a nondegenerate homomorphism pxv:Co(G)®

Co(G) -► M(A) such that

p x v(f ® g) = p(f)v(g).

We let oP: Q(G) -» Af(Co(G) ® Q(G)) be the nondegenerate homomorphism

defined by

aG(f)(s,t) = f(st).
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Definition 2.1. Let p, v: Q(G) —► M(A) be commuting nondegenerate homo-

morphisms. The convolution of p and v is the nondegenerate homomorphism

p*v = (pxv)oaf

of C0(G) to M(A).
'

Nakagami and Takesaki defined the special case where p and v are of the

form po ® 1 and 1 ® vo, respectively. Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.5 below
generalize [NT, Theorem A. 3] to our context.

Proposition 2.2. If p and v are commuting nondegenerate homomorphisms of

Co(G) to M(A), then

W^v = WllWv.

Proof. We just have to apply (p x v) ® i to the identity aG ® t(WG) =

(WG)n(WG)2i.   D

Proposition 2.3. Any maximal commuting set of nondegenerate homomorphisms

from Co(G) to M(A) is a group with convolution as product, identity element

given by the trivial nondegenerate homomorphism pe: f h-> f(e) 1, and the in-
verse py of p given by pv(f) = p(fs/),  where f(s) = f(s~l).

Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.2 and the formulae

Wn     =   1  , W„V   =   W*.        D

We will need another formula involving p * v , and we pave the way with an

integral formula for aG :

Proposition 2.4. For f, g £ CC(G) we have

aG(f*g)= I t-f®g.rxdt,
Jg

the integral converging in the weak* topology of (C'o(G) ® Co(G))**.

Proof. For p e M(G x G) we have

/ aG(f *g)dp= / / aG(f *g)(r, s) dp(r, s)

= jjj f(t)g(rxrs)dtdp(r,s)

= I   If(rt)g(rxs)dtdp(r,s)
JJJ

= jjjt.f(r)g.rx(s)dp(r,s)dt

= // t-f® g-t~x dpdt.   □

Corollary 2.5. If p,v: Q(G) —<• M (A) are commuting nondegenerate homo-

morphisms, then for f, g e CC(G) we have

p*v(f*g) = j p(t-f)v(g.rx)dt,
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the integral converging in the weak* topology of A**.

Proof. For co e A* we have

(p * v(f *g),co) = ((p xu)o aG(f *g),co

= {aG(f*g), (pxu)*(co))

=    (t-f®g.rx, (pxv)*(co))dt

f i i*   r ^       i~U        \ j,= I (px v(t-f®g-t  l), co)dt

'

=  i(pxu(t-f®g.t   '), CO)i

= J(p(t-f)v(g-rx),co)dt.   D

Let N be an amenable closed normal subgroup of G, and let Xq,n '■ C*(G) -*

C*(G/N) denote the natural quotient map. We often identify Co(G/N),

A(G/N), etc. with algebras of functions on G which are constant on N-cosets.

If p is a homomorphism of Q(G) we sometimes denote the restriction of p

to Co(G/N) by p\.

Lemma 2.6. If p  and v  are commuting nondegenerate homomorphisms of

Co(G), then (p * v)\ = p\ * v\.

Proof. Since WGjN = i ® XG:N(WG), we have

&W)| = i®XG,N(Wßtv) = i®XG,N(WßWv)

= i®kGtN{Wlt)i®kGtN{Wu) = Wß\WvV    D

As we have already mentioned, [Qui2, Theorem 3.3] says that a system

(A, G) is of the form (B x G, G) if and only if there is a G-equivariant

nondegenerate homomorphism p: Co(G) —> M (A), and in this case B may

be taken to be Fix(^4, G, p). Moreover, with this choice the cosystem (B, G)

is nondegenerate, and its conjugacy class among nondegenerate cosy stems with

dual system (A, G) is uniquely determined by the further requirement that

jG = p. So, a fixed G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism p deter-

mines a conjugacy class of cosystems (B, G). What if we allow p to vary? As

the following discussion will show, it is tempting to guess that we should get an

outer conjugacy class of cosystems.

The next definition expands upon [LPRS, Definition 2.7].

Definition 2.7. (i) A cocycle for a cosystem  (B, G, ô)  (or a ô-cocycle) is a

unitary U e M(B®C*(G)) satisfying

(2.1) i®ôG(U) = Ux2â®t(U);

(2.2) Ad U o ô(B)(l ® C;(G)) cB® C;(G).

(ii) If U is a ¿-cocycle, then Ad U o S is a coaction of G on B, which we

call exterior equivalent to ô .

(iii) Cosystems (B, G, 3) and (C, G,e) are called outer conjugate if there

is a ¿-cocycle U such that Ad U o 3 is conjugate to e .

We call (2.1 ) the cocycle identity. We do not know whether (2.2) is redundant.

If U is a ¿-cocycle and e = AdU o 3, then U* is an e-cocycle and 3 =

Ad U* o e , and if moreover V is an e-cocycle and y = Ad V o e , then VU is
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a ¿-cocycle and y = Ad VU o 3 . Hence, exterior equivalence is an equivalence

relation. Lemma 1.2 says that a cocycle for the trivial coaction of G on B

is just a nondegenerate homomorphism of Q(G) to M(B) (and here (2.2) is

redundant). Moreover, unitary coactions are precisely those which are exterior

equivalent to trivial coactions.
Part (i) of the following result is a slight extension of [LPRS, Theorem 2.9],

which did not mention the dual action.

Proposition 2.8. (i) Let (B, G, 8) and (B, G, e) be exterior equivalent cosys-

tems. Then there is a conjugacy <P: (B «â G, G) -* (B xe G, G) such that

®°JB=JB-

(ii) Let (B, G, 3) and (C, G, e) be outer conjugate cosystems. Then there

are a conjugacy <P: (B x¿ G, G) —> (C xeG, G) and an isomorphism 8: B —» C

such that

<&°JB = je ° 8.

Proof. For (i), let U be a ¿-cocycle such that e = Ad U o 3 . We first construct

a bijection between the covariant representations of the cosystems (B, G, 8)

and (B, G, e). Let (re, p) be a covariant representation of (B, G, 3), and

define
V = n®i(U)Wß.

Clearly F is a unitary element of M(C*(n, p)®C*(G)). The corepresentation

identity is a straightforward calculation, e.g., [LPRS, Theorem 2.9]. Hence,

by Lemma 1.2 there is a unique nondegenerate homomorphism v: Q(G) —>

M(C*(n,p)) such that V =WV.

We next claim that (re, v) is a covariant representation of (B, G, e) in

M(C*(n, p)). We need only check the covariance identity: forbeB we have

(re ® /) o e(b) = (re ® /) o Ad C/ o 8(b)

= Ad(re ® i(U)) o(n®i)o 3(b)

= Ad(re ® i(U)) o Ad Wß(n(b) ® 1)

= AdW„(n(b)® 1).

We now have a mapping (re, p) i-> (re, v) of covariant representations of

(B, G, 8) to those of (B, G, e). Since we can recover p from v via the

e-cocycle U*, the mapping (re, p) >-> (re, v) is a bijection.

We will need to know that C*(re, p) = C*(n, u). By symmetry it suffices

to show that C*(re, p) D C*(n, v). An approximation argument similar to the

proof of Lemma 1.2 shows that for b £ B and f £ A(G) we have

n(b)v(f) « ^2 n(bi)p(g-Xi)       for some b¡ £ B , g £ A(G), and x, £ C*(G).
i

Hence n(b)v(f) £ C*(n, p), which gives C*(n, p) D C*(n, u) since A(G) is

dense in Q(G).
We will now show that re x p is faithful if and only if re x v is, and again

by symmetry it suffices to show that fidelity of re x v follows from that of

re x p . Let (re', v') be another covariant representation of (B, G, e), and let

(re', p') be the corresponding covariant representation of (B, G, 8) as above.

Assuming that re x p is faithful, there is a nondegenerate homomorphism </> of
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C*(re, p) such that re' = <f> o n and p' = <¡>o p. We may also regard 0 as a

homomorphism of C*(re, v). We have

Wv, = n'®i(U)Wß, = <ß®i(n®i(U)Wß) = <p®i(W„).

Hence v' = <j> o v , and we have shown that re x v is faithful.

We see from the preceding arguments that (B x¿ G, jB, v) is a cocrossed

product for (B, G, e), where Wv = jsB ® i(U)jG ® /(IFG). Hence, the identity

map of BxsG may be regarded as an isomorphism 0:5x¿G->5«e6 with

To finish the proof of (i), we must show that <P intertwines the dual actions

8 and ê, i.e., 8 and ê coincide. Fix s £ G. Since y'| = y'|,, it suffices to

show that ¿s o jG(f) = jG(S'f) for all / £ Co(G), and this is an immediate

consequence of the following calculation:

l ° Jo ® 'TO = 4 ® /(4 ® i(C/)7g ® 'TO)
= yÍ®í(C/)(¿so7'G)®/(lfG)

= JB®'(U)jôG®i(WG(l®XG(s)))

= JÎ®i(U)jG®i(WG)(l®XG(s))

= jI®i(Wg)(Ic>Xq(s))
= jG®i(WG(l ®XG(s))).

(ii) follows from (i) and Proposition 1.3.   D

When G is abelian, coactions of G correspond to actions of G, and the

converses of both parts of Proposition 2.8 are true, by a result of Pedersen

[Ped], amplified by [RR, Theorem 0.10]. The converse of part (ii) would follow

from that of part (i). To see this, let «P: (B x¿ G, G) -> (C t<e G, G) be a

conjugacy and 0 : B —» C an isomorphism such that Oojj = jc o 8. Then

y = (8~x ® i) o e o 0 is a coaction of G on B which is conjugate to e via

8~x . By Proposition 1.3 there is a conjugacy *¥: (C xe G, G) —> (5 Xj, G, G)

such that O o jc = jyB o 8~x . But then ¥ o <p: (B x¿ G, G) -► (B xy G, G) is a

conjugacy, and

^0<í>ojl=^ojco8=jB.

Hence, if the converse of Proposition 2.8 (i) holds, then 8 and y are exterior

equivalent, so 8 and e are outer conjugate. We conjecture that this converse

does in fact hold. Let us reformulate this slightly. If e is a coaction of G on B

which is exterior equivalent to 3 , applying the proof of Proposition 2.8 (i) to

(jB,jG) gives a G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism of C0(G) into

M(B x¿ G) implementing a coaction on jB(B) which is conjugate to e via

jB . We conjecture that, conversely, if there is a G-equivariant nondegenerate

homomorphism implementing a coaction y on j6B(B), then the coaction (y^1®

t)oyojB is exterior equivalent to 5 . However, we can get by with the following,

which we will generalize to the context of twisted coactions in Section 6.

Proposition 2.9. Let (A, G) be a system, and let p,v: Q(G) —► M (A) be com-
muting G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphisms. Then Fix(A,G,p) =

Fix(A, G ,v), and the G-coactions (vouchsafed by [Qui2, Theorem 3.3]) Ad Wß
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and Ad Wv on this common C*-algebra are exterior equivalent via the Ad Wß-

cocycle Wv+ßv .

Proof. The first statement is immediate from Lemma 1.6. A calculation using

Corollary 2.5 shows that the nondegenerate homomorphism v * py : Q(G) —>

M (A) commutes with p and takes values in M(A)G, hence is a nondegener-

ate homomorphism to M(Fix(A, G, p)) by Lemma 1.7. Therefore, Wvtßy £

M(Fix(A, G, p)® C*(G)). Since Wvtßv is a corepresentation commuting with

Wß , and Ad Wvtßy ° Ad Wß = Ad Wv by Proposition 2.3, Wv„ßv is an Ad Wß-
cocycle implementing an exterior equivalence with Ad W„ .   D

The uniqueness clause of [Qui2, Theorem 3.3] can be stated as a partial

converse to Proposition 1.3:

Proposition 2.10. Nondegenerate cosystems (B, G, 8) and (C, G, e) are con-

jugate if and only if there is a conjugacy <P: (B xs G, G) —> (C xe G, G) such

that

®°JSG = Jo-

in fact, any such <P restricts to a conjugacy of (j'b(B) , G, AdjG ® t(WG)) with
(jc(C), G, Adje®i(WG)).

Proof. By Proposition 1.3, only the sufficiency requires proof. It follows from

Proposition 1.4 that if O is a conjugacy as in the statement of the present

theorem, then

<P(Fix(/? ksG,G, jG)) = Fix(C xeG,G, jG).

It follows from the uniqueness clause of [Qui2, Theorem 3.3] that Jb(B) =

Fix(B x G, G, jG), and similarly for e , so O conjugates (Jb(B) , G, AdjG ®

i(WG)) to (Jc(C), G, Ad jeG®i(WG)), whence j¿loQojB conjugates (B, G, 8)

to (C, G,e).   D

3. Induced C*-algebras and Echterhoff's theorem

Let H be a closed subgroup of G, and let (A, H) be a system. The induced

C*-algebra Ind^ (or Ind^ if G and H are understood) consists of the

continuous maps x: G —<■ A such that x(sh) = h~x -x(s) for all s £ G, h £ H

and the map sH »-> ||x(.s)|| vanishes at infinity on G/H. The induced action

of G on IndA is by left translation:

(s-x)(t) = x(s~xt),        x £ IndA , s, t £ G.

The following proposition shows that Ind^ is the result of an averaging

process. Let A ® Q(G) carry the product //-action:

h-(a®f) = h.a®h.f,

and define an //-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism p: Q(G) —>

M(^®Co(G)) by p(f) = l®f.
c

Proposition 3.1.  Ind^ = Fix(^ ® Co(G), H, p).

Proof. For ease of writing let

X = A®Co(G),        Y = p(Cc(G)),        B = Fix(X,H,Y) = Fix(X,H, p).
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We first observe that YXY = CC(G, A). To see this, first suppose that x £ X,

y, z £ Y. Then for 5 G G we have

(yxz)(s)=y(s)x(s)z(s),

which vanishes for s £ suppy, so yxz has compact support, hence is an

element of CC(G, A). On the other hand, for xe CC(G,^) we may choose

f £ CC(G) which is identically 1 on suppx, and then

x = (l®f)x(l®f)£ YXY.

We next observe that if x £ CC(G, A) then EHx £ C(G, A) and sH *-►
||F(x)(i)|| has compact support in G/H. For the first, note that

E(x)(s)= [ h-(x(sh))dh,
Jh

and the integrand is in CC(G, A), so Ex takes values in A. The uniform

continuity of x implies that Ex is norm continuous. For the other part, note

that x(sh) = 0 for 5 ^ (s\xppx)h~x, so E(x)(s) = 0 for 5 £ (s\xppx)H, a

compact subset of G/H.
We see from the above that B c Ind A. To finish, we need only show that B

is dense in Ind A , which will follow from a partition of unity argument if we

show that for each 5 e G { x(s) \ x £ B} is dense in A and ( 1 ® CC(G/H))B c
B (e.g., [Ech, Lemma]). If a £ A and e > 0, choose a neighborhood U of e

such that ||a - h-a\\ < e for all h £ U. Further choose / £ CC(G) such that

/ > 0, f(sh) = 0 for h i U , and j f(sh) dh = 1 . Then

11 r f l
\\a - E(a ® /)(s)|| =    / af(sh) dh-     h-af(sh) dh

\\J J''

< [\\a-h-a\\f(sh)dh<e.

That B is closed under multiplication by 1®CC(G/H) follows from the formula

(I ® f)E(x) = E((l ® f)x) = E(x)(l ® f),        f£Cc(G/H),x£YXY.   U

Corollary 3.2. Let (A, H) be a system, and let H be a closed subgroup of G.

Then

M(lndA) = {x£ M(A®Co(G)) \ x(sh) = h~x-x(s) for all s £ G and h£H}.

Moreover, if p is a nondegenerate homomorphism of B to M (A ®Co(G)) with

p(b)(sh) = h~x • p(b)(s) for all b £ B, s £ G, and h £ H, then p is a
nondegenerate homomorphism to M(lndA).

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.1, Lemma 1.7, and Corol-

lary 1.8.   D

Using the above corollary together with the nondegeneracy of Ind A in

M (A ® Co(G)) (which follows from a standard compactness argument), one

readily checks that an //-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism 0 : A —»
M(B) induces a G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism, which we de-

note by Ind0, from Ind,4 to M(lndB).
We will need a reformulation of Echterhoffs characterization of induced

systems [Ech, Theorem] which includes a uniqueness clause not explicitly stated

by Echterhoff. We begin with a lemma.
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Lemma 3.3. Let G act on both a C*-algebra A and a locally compact Hausdorjf

space X. Then there is a continuous G-equivariant map from Prim .4 to X if

and only if there is a G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism of Cq(X)

into ZM(A).

Proof. By the Dauns-Hofmann theorem there is an isomorphism 0 of

Q,(Primy4) onto ZM(A) suchthat

8(f)a - f(I)a £ I,        f £ C6(Prim^),ae^,/6Prim^,

and 0 is G-equivariant because the G-action on Prim A is given by s • / = { s •

a | a £ I} . Now given a continuous G-equivariant map <j> : Prim A —> X, com-

posing 0 with the homomorphism (j>*:f^fo(p of Cq(X) into Q(Prim/l)

gives a G-equivariant homomorphism 0o0* of Cq(X) into ZM(A) ; we claim

it is also nondegenerate. For if a £ A and e > 0, the set

K = {I £ Prima | ||a + /|| >e}

is compact in Primal, and hence so is 4>(K). Then if / £ Co(X) satisfies

0 < / < 1 and f\K = 1, we have 4>*(f) = 1 on K, and

\\a-6o<p(f)a\\=    sup   \\a - 8 o <¡?{f)a + I\\
/ePrim/f

= sup ||(1 -f(4>(I)))a + I\\

< sup||a + /|| < e.

Conversely, suppose p: Co(X) —► ZM(A) is nondegenerate and G-equivar-

iant. Then each / £ Prim,4 gives a homomorphism / i-> 8~x(p(f))(I) of

Co (A"), which is nonzero because p is nondegenerate; and hence coincides

with evaluation at some point 4>(I) of X. The resulting map 0: Prim ,4 —► X

is equivariant since p is, and is continuous since each 8~x(p(f)) is.   D

Theorem 3.4 (Echterhoff). Let (A, G) be a system, and let H be a closed sub-

group of G. Then there is a system (B, H) such that (A, G) is conjugate to

(Ind^B, G) if and only if there is a G-equivariant nondegenerate homomor-

phism p: Co(G/H) — ZM(A). Indeed, if I = p(K)A, where K = {f £
C0(G/H) | f(H) = 0}, then we may take B = A/I, and <&(a)(s) = s~x-a + I
is a suitable conjugacy. Moreover, (G, H) is unique up to conjugacy, in a sense

made precise in Lemma 3.5 below.

Proof. Lemma 3.3 shows that our hypothesis is equivalent to Echterhoffs, so

the first part follows from his theorem [Ech]. The uniqueness follows from a

simple lemma, which we shall need again later:   D

Lemma 3.5. Suppose *F is a conjugacy of (Indßj, G) and (Ind/?2, G) satis-

fying ¥(1 ® /) = 1 ® / for f £ Co(G/H). Then there is a conjugacy 8 of
(Bx, H) and (B2, H) such that ¥ = Ind 0 . Further, if 4* already had the form
lnd(j> for some equivariant homomorphism <$>: Bx —» B2, then 8 = (f>, and <j> is

actually an isomorphism.

Proof. Because we can approximate any element x of Jx = {x £ Ind Bx \

x(e) = 0} by one of the form fx with f(H) = 0, the condition »F(l ®/) =
1®/ implies that *F maps Jx onto the corresponding ideal J2 of Ind/?2- Since

te: x >-> x(e)  factors through an //-equivariant isomorphism of (IndB¡)/J¡
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onto Bi, and 4* is //-equivariant, the unique isomorphism 8 of Bx onto B2

satisfying 0 o ee = ee o 4* is a conjugacy. Finally, we check that 4* = Ind 0 :

Ind 0(f)(5) = 0(f(5)) = 8(f-s(e)) = V(f.s)(e) = (V(f)-s)(e) = 4>(f)(s).

For the last observation, note that

Indß, -^JU lndB2

« A U,
4- 4-

Bx     —-—►     B2
8

commutes.   G

4. Induced systems and twisted coactions

Let (B, G ,8) be a cosystem, let N be an amenable closed normal subgroup

of G, and let Xg,n' C*(G) —> C*(G/N) be as in Section 2. The composi-
tion ¿| = (/ ® Xg,n) o 8 is a coaction of G/N on B, nondegenerate if 8

is, called the restricted coaction [Man]. If (re, p) is a covariant representa-

tion of (B, G, 8), then (re, p\) is a covariant representation of the restricted
cosystem (B, G/N, ¿|) (recall that we let p\ denote the restriction of p to

Cq(G/N) ). Moreover, (jB x jG\(B x^ G/N), jB , jG\) is a cocrossed product

for (B, G/N, ¿|) [Man, Proposition 7], so that we may identify jG/N with

jG\. We mention that this latter fact can also be deduced easily from [Qui2,

Proposition 3.1] by observing that jG\ is G/W-equivariant.

The following proposition, showing that B x G/N can be located inside

M(B x G) via averaging, is largely a reformulation of results of Mansfield [Man]:

Proposition 4.1 (Mansfield). If (B, G) is a nondegenerate cosystem, then B x

G/N = Fix(BxG, N,jG).

Proof. We recall a bit of Mansfield's construction: for each compact subset K

of G let _

&k = Jb(8Ak{G)(B))jg(Ck(G)),

where CK(G) = {f £ CC(G) | suppf c K} and AK(G) = A(G)n CK(G). Then
let

2 = [J{WK | K c G, K compact}.

This is equivalent to Mansfield's definition of the set 3 since for every compact

subset AT of G there exists f £ AC(G) which is identically 1 on K. Mansfield
proves that 21 is a dense *-subalgebra of B x G [Man, Theorem 12]. He then

proves [Man, Proposition 16] that there is a linear map <P: 3¡ —> M(B x G)

such that

®(JB(b)jG(f)) = JB(b)jG(<Kf)),        b £ 8AAG)(B), f £ CC(G),

where

<i>(f)(t)= f f(tn)dn.
Jn

e have

<D(fl)6= ((n-a)bdn,
J N

Moreover, for a, b £ 2¡ we have
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the integral converging in norm [Man, Lemma 18], and <P is norm continuous

on each ^ [Man, Lemma 15]. To compare <I> with E, we need to use some-

thing smaller than 2 to ensure that we are in the domain of E. For each

compact subset A" of G define

«£ = Jg(Ck(G))Jb(8ak{g)(B))Jg(Ck(G)) ,

and let

2' = \J{W¿\KcG,K compact} = jG(Cc(G))jB(SMG)(B))jG(Cc(G)).

By nondegeneracy of jG, %?£ is dense in Wk .

We show that O and EN agree on 2' : let a £ 3)' and co e (B x G)*.

Choose b e B«G and <f> e (Bx G)* such that co = b-4>, and choose a sequence

{bj} in 2 such that ||¿> - b¡\\ -* 0. Then

(<P(a), co) = (<t>(a)b, 0) = lim(<D(a)^ , 0) = lim f ((n-a)bj, <j>)dn
J J  Jn

r
= lim / (n-a, bj-4>)dn = lim(ENa, bj.<f>)

j  Jn i
= (ENa, b-4>)  = (ENa, co).

Now, Mansfield further shows [Man, Theorem 19] that B x G/N = Q>(2).
Hence, by nondegeneracy of jG and 8 and the continuity properties of <P and

En we have

BxG/N = C*(<t>(2)) =C*(\J®(WK)) = C*(\J<t>(W¿)) = C*([JEN(W¿))
K K K

= C*(EN(2'))  = Fix(jB(8MG)(B)), N, jG)  = Fix(jB(B), TV, jG)

= Fix(5xG, N,jG).   a

We now review some definitions and results from [PR, Section 2]. Let

(B, G, 8) be a cosystem, and let N be an amenable closed normal subgroup of

G. A twist for 8 over G/N is a nondegenerate homomorphism j: Co(G/N) —»

M(£) such that

(i)   ¿| is implemented by y' (i.e.,  (/, j) is a covariant representation of

(B,G/N,5\));
(ii)   8 o y(f) = j(f) ® 1 for / € Co(G/JV).

If such a y exists we say that 8 is twisted over G/JV, (¿, y) is a twisted coaction

of (G, G/JV) on /?, and (B, G, G/N, 5, j) is a twisted cosystem. A conjugacy

between twisted cosystems (B, G, G/N, 8, j) and (C, G, G/N, e , k) is a
conjugacy 8: (B, G, 8) —* (C, G, e) which respects the twists in the sense that

0 o j = k . A covariant representation of (B, G, G/N, 8, j) is a covariant

representation (re, p) of (B, G, 8) which preserves the twist in the sense that

no j = p\. If every covariant representation of (B, G, G/N) factors through

a representation of C*(re, p), we call (C*(re, p), re, p) a twisted cocrossed

product for (B, G, G/N) ; again, all such are isomorphic, and we denote a

generic one by (B x¿ j G/N G, kB, kG) or B xG//v G. The kernel /, of the
quotient map kB x kG: B x G -* B xG/N G coincides with the intersection of

the kernels of all re x p for covariant representations (re , p) of (B, G, G/N),

and is called the twisting ideal. Under the dual action of G on the (untwisted)
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cocrossed product, the normal subgroup N leaves the twisting ideal invariant,

so we get a dual action of /Y on the twisted cocrossed product. When (re, p) is

a covariant representation of (B, G, G/N), we let re xG/Np denote the unique

nondegenerate homomorphism of B xG/N G such that (re xG^Np)okB = re and

(nxG/Np)okG = p . The definition of twisted coaction given above is equivalent

to the one given in [PR, Definition 2.1] using the unitary W¡. The following

result locates the image of B x¿\ G/N in M(B xG/N G).

Lemma 4.2.   kB x kG\(B xS\ G/N) = kB(B).

Proof. Although this can be deduced from [PR, Example 2.13], we give an

elementary proof:

kB x kG\(B x G/N) = kBx kG\(jB(B)jG/N(C0(G/N)) = kB(B)kG(C0(G/N))

= kB(B)kBoj(Co(G/N)) = kB(B),

by nondegeneracy of j .   D

Lemma 4.3. Let (B, G, G/N, 8, j) be a twisted cosystem, and let (re, p) be a
covariant representation of (B, G, 8). Then:

(i)   (re, re o j) is a covariant representation of (B, G/N, 3\) ;

(ii)   p and 7t o j commute;

(iii)   p\y * (re o j)   is a nondegenerate homomorphism of C0(G/N)   to
ZM(C*(n,p)).

Proof, (i) follows from applying re ® i to both sides of the covariance identity

for (i, j).

For (ii), if / e A(G), g e C0(G/N) then

H(f)n ° j(g) = Sf(Wß)n o j(g) = Sf(Wß(n o j(g) ® 1))

= Sf((n ® i) o 8(j(g))Wß) = Sf((noj(g) ® l)Wß)

= n°J(g)ß(f)-

For (iii), we need only observe that p\v * (re oj) commutes with both re and

p. The second follows by a calculation using Corollary 2.5, while for the first,

if f € A(G/N), beB, then

/*|v * (k ° J)if)n(b) = Sf(Wßlv Wnoj(n(b) ® 1))

= Sf(Wfl\(n ® ') ° °\(b)Wnoj)

= Sf((n(b) ® l)W*\ Wn0j),    because (re, p\) is covariant

= n(b)p\y* (re o j)(f).   □

Theorem 4.4. Let (B, G, G/N, 8, j) be a twisted cosystem. Then the map O

defined by Q>(c)(s) = 3~x(c) + Ij is a conjugacy of the dual system (B x G, G)

onto the induced system (lndNBxG¡NG, G). The conjugacy carries Jg\v*(Jb°J)

onto the embedding f i-> 1 ® / of C0(G/N) into M(lndB xG/N G).

Proof. Applying Lemma 4.3 (iii) to (jb , jG), we get a nondegenerate homo-

morphism k = y'G|v * (jB o j): C0(G/N) -► ZM(B x G). We show that k

is G-equivariant for left translation on Co(G/N) : for f, g e CC(G/N), and
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K((f*g)-rx) = K(f.rx*g)

by Corollary 2.5= /' JG{s'f-rl)JB°J(g-s-l)ds,
Jg

=   i JG(t-r-S-X)jBoj(g.S-X)ds
Jg

= I t.jG(r-s-x)jBoj(g.s-x)ds
Jg

=   [ t.(jG(fVS-X)JB°j(g-S-l))ds
Jg

= t-[ jG(fV-S-X)JB°j(g-S-l)ds
Jg

= t-[ JG*(S-f)JB°j(gS-l)ds
Jg

= t-K(f*g).

We can now apply Echterhoffs theorem (Theorem 3.4). Let / = k(K)(BxG) ,

where K = {fe C0(G/N) \ f(N) = 0 } , be the ideal of B x G associated to the
G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism k , so that Theorem 3.4 gives a

conjugacy between (B x G, G) and (Ind^(ß x G/I), G). Therefore, we can

finish the proof by showing that / coincides with the twisting ideal /; . Since

r — Pi /v (tz , p) is a covariant representation of (B, G) such 1
- | | |Ker re x p   ^ {nx/i)o k(/) = f{N) , for / e c0(G/N) j

and

I¡ = P|{kerre x p\ (n, p) is a covariant representation of (B, G, G/N)},

it suffices to show that a covariant representation (re, p) of (B, G) preserves

the twist if and only if (re x p) o k = pe, the trivial nondegenerate homomor-

phism. By definition, (re, p) preserves the twist if and only if noj = p\, which

in turn is equivalent to

pe = p\v * (re o j)  = (n x p) o (jG\v * (jB o j))  =(nx p)ok,

so the result follows.   D

Theorem 4.4 generalizes a result of Olesen and Pedersen [OP3, Theorem
2.4]. They prove that if G is abelian and (A, G) is a system which is twisted

in the sense of [Gre] over a closed subgroup H, then the dual system (A x

G, G) is conjugate to the system (Ind^±^4 xH G, G) induced from the twisted

crossed product A »H G. By [PR, Remark 2.3] the twisted system (A, G, H)

corresponds to a twisted cosystem (A, G, G/IIa- ), and we have

(Ax-G, G) = (AxG,G),

(AxhG,H±) = (Akg/h±G,H±),

so Olesen and Pedersen's result follows immediately from Theorem 4.4 above.

Theorem 4.4 has a lot of interesting consequences. We first give two corollar-

ies which we shall need later, and then four more which we hope are of general

interest.
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Corollary 4.5. Let N be an amenable closed normal subgroup of G, let (B, N,

e) be a cosy stem, and let 8 = (t ® C) o e be the corresponding coaction of G on

B, where C denotes the canonical nondegenerate homomorphism of C*(N) to

M(C;(G)). Then (BxsG, G) is conjugate to (lndGB xe N, G).

Proof. From [PR, Examples 2.4 and 2.14] we know that 3 is indeed a coaction

of G on B which is twisted over G/N (by the trivial nondegenerate homo-

morphism of Co(G/N) ) and that B xG/N G is isomorphic to B x N. We show

this isomorphism 4> is /V-equivariant, hence induces a conjugacy Ind </> of the

induced systems, so that Theorem 4.4 gives the result.

Since kG is trivial on Cq(G/N) , it factors through the quotient map Co(G) —>

Co(A0 to give a nondegenerate homomorphism }#: Co(N) —* B xG/N G, and

(kß, Jn) is a covariant representation of (B, N) with C*(kB, jn) = Bkg¡nG;

kß x Jn is the isomorphism found in [PR]. But since the quotient map and kG

are both jV-equivariant, so is Jn , and the equivariance of kß x jN follows.   G

Corollary 4.6. A nondegenerate cosystem (B, G, 8) is twisted over G/N if and

only if there is a G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism k: Co(G/N) —►

ZM(B x G), and then jG\ * kv is a twist for the coaction Ad WjG on jB(B).
In particular, 8 is unitary if and only if there is a G-equivariant nondegenerate

homomorphism of Q(G) to ZM(B x G).

Proof. If S is twisted over G/N, then (B x G, G) = (lndNB xG/NG, G) by
Theorem 4.4, so there exists a suitable G-equivariant nondegenerate homomor-

phism.
Conversely, let k: Co(G/N) —> ZM(B x G) be a G-equivariant nondegener-

ate homomorphism. Since the cosystems (B,G,8) and (jB(B), G, Ad WjG)

are conjugate, it is enough to show jG\ * kv is a twist for Ad WjG . To see

that jG\ * kv is a nondegenerate homomorphism of Co(G/N) to M(jB(B)),

by Lemma 1.7 and [Qui2, Theorem 3.3] it suffices to show jG\ * kv(Cq(G/N))
is nondegenerate in M(B k G), commutes with jG(Co(G)), and is pointwise

fixed by 8. The only nonobvious point is the last, and it is enough to verify

this for elements of the form jG\ *Kv(f * g) with f, g e CC(G/N) : for s £ G
we have

Ss(JG\*rCv(f*g)) = 8s([    jG\(tN.f)Kv(g.rxN)dtN),    by Corollary 2.5
Jg/n

= [    JG\(stN.f)3soK((g.rxNy)dtN
Jg/ni g/n

[    jG\(stN.f)K(stN.gV)dtN
Jg/n

f    jG\(tN.f)K(tN-gv)dtN
JgI G/N

= Jg\ *Ky(f*g).

By centrality, we have

Ad WM = Ad Wjal Ad WK, = Ad WjG¡tKV ,

so Jg\ * kv implements the restricted coaction Ad WjG\. Since jG commutes

with y'G|*'cv , the coaction Ad WJG is trivial on the range of >g|*kv . Therefore,

jg\ * kv is a twist for the cosystem (Jb(B) , G, Ad WjG).
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The second statement is just the special case N = {e} .   G

Recall [QS, Definition 2.2] that a system (A, G) is called regular if the regular

representation is faithful, equivalently, the natural quotient map Ax G —► AxrG

is faithful.

Corollary 4.7. If (B, G) is a cosystem which is twisted over G/N for some

amenable closed normal subgroup N of G, then the dual system (B x G, G) is

regular.

Proof. Since N is amenable, the system (B xG/N G, N) is regular. It follows

from a result of Green [Gre, Theorem 17] that the crossed products BxG¡NGxN

and (Ind5 «g/n G) x G are strongly Morita equivalent. By [Rae2, Special

Case 1.5], this Morita equivalence fits into the framework of the symmetric

imprimitivity theorem of [Rae2, Theorem 1.1]. Hence, by [QS, Theorem 4.2],

the system (IndB xG/N G,G) is also regular. The result now follows from

Theorem 4.4.   G

The above results allow us to give an alternative proof of [PR, Theorem 4.1]:

Corollary 4.8. If (B, G, G/N) is a nondegenerate twisted cosystem, then the

dual crossed product (B xG/N G) x N is strongly Morita equivalent to B.

Proof. (B xG/N G) x N is strongly Morita equivalent to the induced system

(lndGNB xG/N G) x G, hence by Theorem 4.4 to (B x G) x G. By Corollary 4.7

the latter crossed product is reduced. Therefore, Katayama's duality theorem

applies, and (B x G) x G is isomorphic to B ®Jf . We conclude that (B xG/N

G) x N is strongly Morita equivalent to B ®Jf, hence to B.   G

We remark that nondegeneracy should be added as a hypothesis in [PR, The-
orem 4.1], since its proof appeals to Mansfield's imprimitivity theorem [Man,

Theorem 28], which uses nondegeneracy. On the other hand, it is tempting to

conjecture that coactions twisted over G/N are automatically nondegenerate,

since they should behave like coactions of the amenable group N (see [PR,

Section 5(b)]).

Corollary 4.9. Let (B, G, G/N) be a twisted cosystem, and let (Co(G)®(BxG/N
G), N) be the product system (where N acts by right translation on C0(G) and

by the dual action on B x G/N G). Then B x G is strongly Morita equivalent to

(Co(G)®(BxG/NG))xN.

Proof. Modulo a switch from left to right translation, lndNB xG/W G is the

substitute for the fixed-point algebra for the product action on Q(G) ® (B xG^

G) used in [RW, Section 2], there denoted GC(G, B xG/N G)a (a being the

product action). By [RW, Theorem 2.2] lndNB xG/N G is strongly Morita

equivalent to (Q(G) ® (B xG/N G)) x TV. The result follows from this and

Theorem 4.4.   G

The following result partially generalizes [Qui2, Proposition 3.1] to twisted

cosystems.

Corollary 4.10. If (re, p) is a covariant representation of a twisted cosystem

(B, G, G/N) in M(C), then nxG/Np is faithful if and only if n is faithful and
there is an action of N on the range of re xG/N p such that p is N-equivariant.
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Proof. Only the sufficiency requires proof. Let re be faithful, and let N act on

nxGjN p(B xG/NG) in such a way that p: Q(G) -» M (re xG/Np(B kG/nG)) is
N-equivariant. We want to show re x G¡N p is an isomorphism, and by Lemma

3.5 it is enough to show it for the induced homomorphism Ind(re xG/N p). Let

Í>:5kG-» Ind(5 xG/N G) be the isomorphism of Theorem 4.4. It suffices
to show that Ind(re xG/N p) o <p is faithful, and by [Qui2, Proposition 3.1] it
further suffices to show fidelity of Ind(re xG/Np)o<bojB . But a short calculation

shows that the latter map is just re , which is faithful by hypothesis.   G

5. Landstad duality for twisted coactions

In this section we generalize Landstad duality for coactions [Qui2, Theorem

3.3] to twisted coactions. In the proof of [Qui2, Theorem 3.3], it was shown

that if (B, G, 3) is a nondegenerate cosystem, then jB(B) can be recovered

from the dual system (B x G, G) and the G-equivariant homomorphism jG

via averaging. We generalize this to twisted cosystems, characterizing kB(B) in

M(BxG/NG):

Proposition 5.1. If (B, G, G/N) is a nondegenerate twisted cosystem, then

kB(B) = Fix(BxG/NG,N,kG).

Proof. By Lemma 4.2, Proposition 4.1, and Proposition 1.4 we have

kB(B) = kBx kG(B x G/N) = kBx kG(Fix(B xG,N, jG))

= Fix(BxG/NG,N,kG).   O

Theorem 5.2. Let N be an amenable closed normal subgroup of G, and let

(A,N) be a system. Then (A,N) is of the form (B xG/N G, N) if and only
if there is an N-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism p: Q(G) —► M (A).

In this situation the twisted cosystem (B, G, G/N) may be chosen to be non-

degenerate, and then it is uniquely determined up to conjugacy by the further

requirement that kG = p.

Proof. If (A , N) = (B xG/N G, N), we can take p = kG .
Conversely, assume the existence of p. We apply Landstad duality to

(Ind^, G) and the homomorphism p.: Q(G) —► M(lndA) defined by

p(f)(s) = p(s-x-f),

which we claim is nondegenerate and G-equivariant. To see that p is a nonde-

generate homomorphism to M(Ind^), it is enough by Corollary 3.2 to check

JV-equivariance:

p(f)(sn) = p((sn)~x -f) = p(n-xs~x.f) = n-x.p(s~x.f) = n-x.(p(f)(s)).

For G-equivariance of p , let s, t £ G, and f e C0(G), and compute:

fl(t-f)(s) = p(s~xt-f) = p(f)(rxs) = (t-p(f))(s).

We can now deduce from [Qui2, Theorem 3.3] the existence of a unique C-

subalgebra B of M(lndA) suchthat p implements a nondegenerate coaction

8 on B, (IndA, i, p.) is a cocrossed product for (B, G ,8), and the G-action

agrees with 8.

The next step is to show that 8 is twisted over G/N. Let n : f >-» 1 ® / be

the canonical G-equivariant nondegenerate homomorphism of Co(G/N) (with
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left G-translation) to ZM(Ind^4). Then nv may be viewed as a G-equivariant

nondegenerate homomorphism of Co(G/N) (with right G-translation) to

ZM(B x G), so j = p\ * n is a twist for 8 over G/N by Corollary 4.6.
By Theorem 4.4 the dual system (B x G, G) is conjugate to the induced sys-

tem (lndGB xG/N G, G), and the canonical map / >-> 1 ® / of C0(G/7Y) to

ZM(lndB xG/N G) corresponds to the map p\w * j: C0(G/N) +* ZM(lndA).
The conjugacy of (A, N) and (BxG/NG, N) now follows from the uniqueness

clause in Echterhoffs theorem because

n = w|v * p\*n = p\v * j.

This concludes the proof of existence of a nondegenerate twisted cosystem

(B, G, G/N, ¿, j) such that (A, N) = (B xG/W G, N). For the uniqueness,
we prove that, if (C, G, G/N ,t,l) is another nondegenerate twisted cosystem

and there is a conjugacy <P: (BxG¡NG, N) —► (CxG/NG, N) satisfying <l>okG =

kG , then the twisted cosystems (B, G, G/N) and (C, G, G/W) are conjugate.

It follows from Propositions 1.4 and 5.1 that

<D(M*)) = <I>(Fix(/? xG/w G, TV, ¿4)) = Fix(C xG/N G,N,kG) = kc(C).

Hence, the composite map ^'oOofcj gives an isomorphism of B to C. We

show that it conjugates the twisted coactions (8, j) and (e , I) : we have

(A:^1 o<bokB®i)o8 = (kGx o<p® i) o (kB ® /) o ¿

= (&C-1 ® i) o(<D® i)o AdW^j o(kB® 1)

= (^c1 ® /)oAdW/fcf(.® l)o<po/:ß

= e o A: ¿" ' o O o Äjj,

and

k~X o^okBoj = kGx o^okG\ = kGx o kG\ = kGx o kc o l = i.    G

6. Applications of Landstad duality

Our first application of Theorem 5.2 is a generalization of Proposition 2.9 to

twisted cosystems:

Proposition 6.1. Let an amenable closed normal subgroup N of G acton A, and

let p, v: Co(G) —> M (A) be commuting N-equivariant nondegenerate homo-
morphisms. Then Fix(A, N, p) = Fix(A, N, v), and the (twisted) G-coactions

(vouchsafed by Theorem 5.2) implemented by p and v on this common C*-

algebra are exterior equivalent.

Proof. The proof is an obvious modification of that of Proposition 2.9, with

the G-actions replaced by TV-actions.   G

Let C: C*(N) —* M(C*(G)) denote the canonical nondegenerate homomor-

phism. As we discussed in the proof of Corollary 4.5, [PR, Examples 2.4 and

2.14] show that if e is a coaction of an amenable closed normal subgroup N
of G on B, then (i ® C) o e is a coaction of G on B which is twisted over

G/N by the trivial nondegenerate homomorphism of Co(G/N), and moreover

B kG/at G = BxN. These results also follow from Theorem 5.2:
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Proposition 6.2. Let e be a coaction of an amenable closed normal subgroup N

of G on B. Then (i ®C)oe is a nondegenerate coaction of G on B which is

twisted over G/N by the trivial nondegenerate homomorphism pe ofCo(G/N).

Moreover, the dual systems (B x N, N) and (B xG/N G, N) are conjugate.

Finally, a nondegenerate coaction of G on B is of this form if and only if its

restriction to G/N is trivial.

Proof. Let R: Q(G) —» Cq(N) be the restriction map. By Theorem 5.2, Lemma

1.6, and [Qui2, Theorem 3.3], jn ° R implements a nondegenerate twisted

coaction (AdWjf/oR, (Jn ° R)\) of (G, G/N) on Fix(5 x N, N, jN o R) =
Fix(B x N,N,jN) = jß(B), and moreover (B x N, N) is conjugate to

(Jb(B) xG/N G, N). The proof of the first two statements can be completed

by showing that

(jBx ®i)oAd WJNoR(.® 1 ) o jB = (i ® C) o e    and   jBx o (jN o R)\ = pe.

The second is immediate from triviality of R on Cq(G/N) , while the first

follows from

Üb ' ® ') ° AdÜN °R® i(WG))(.® l)ojB

= (jBx ®i)o Ad(jN ® C(WN)) o (jß ® 1)

= (i ® C) o (;-' ® i) o Ad(jN ® t(WN)) o (jB ® 1)

= (t®C)oe.

For the third statement, only the sufficiency requires proof, so assume that 8

is a nondegenerate coaction of G on B such that ¿| is trivial. Then the trivial

nondegenerate homomorphism of Co(G/N) is a twist for 8 over G/N. Since

kG is trivial on Cq(G/N) , it factors as kc = p ° R for some TV-equivariant
nondegenerate homomorphism p: Cq(N) —> M(BxG/NG). By [Qui2, Theorem

3.3], Lemma 1.6, and Proposition 5.1, p implements a coaction e of N on

Fix(ß xGfN G, N, p) = Fix(B xG/N G, N, kG) = kB(B). A calculation similar

to the preceding paragraph shows that 8 = (kBx ® /) o e o kB .   G

Phillips and the second author ask in [PR, Section 5(b)] whether every twisted

cocrossed product B xG/N G is isomorphic to an ordinary cocrossed product

B x N when G splits as a semidirect product over N.

Proposition 6.3. Let (B, G, G/N, S, j) be a nondegenerate twisted cosystem,

and suppose that there is a continuous section a : G/N -* G. Then there is a

coaction e of N on B such that 3 is exterior equivalent to (i ® C) o e . In

particular, the associated twisted cocrossed product is isomorphic to an ordinary

cocrossed product by N.

Proof. Define a continuous map <f>: G —► G by <f>(s) = o(sN)~xs, and then

define a nondegenerate homomorphism p: Co(G) —> M(B xG/N G) by

p(f) = kG(fo<t>).

Since <j> commutes with right TV-translation, p is TV-equivariant. Since p

commutes with kG, by Proposition 6.1 the coactions Ad Wß and Ad Wka of G

on kB(B) are exterior equivalent. Since fo0 is constant for f £ Co(G/N), p\

is scalar-valued, hence AdlFM| = Ad Wß\ is trivial. Therefore, by Proposition

6.2 there is a coaction eo of N on kB(B) such the coaction Ad Wß agrees
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with (/ ® C) o e . But then e = (kB ' ® /) o e0 ° kB is a coaction of ^ on 5,

and 8 = (i®C)oe .   G

As another application of Landstad duality, we give a shorter (but noncon-

structive) proof of the decomposition theorem of Phillips and the second author

[PR, Theorem 3.1] (under the penalty of a nondegeneracy hypothesis):

Proposition 6.4. Let (B, G, ¿) be a nondegenerate cosystem. Then there is a

nondegenerate twisted coaction of (G, G/N) on B x G/N such that

BxG = (Bx G/N)xG/NG.

Proof. Applying Theorem 5.2 with A = B x G, p = jG, and the restriction to

N of the dual action 3, we see that jG implements a nondegenerate twisted

coaction of (G, G/N) on C = Fix(BxG,N, jG) such that BxG = CxG/NG.
But C = B x G/N by Proposition 4.1.   G

7. Full coactions

Let G be a locally compact group, C*(G) its full group C*-algebra, and

i the canonical strictly continuous embedding of G in M(C*(G)). We de-

note / by wG when it is viewed as a unitary element of M(Co(G) ® C*(G)).

Note that i ® XG(wG) — WG. As usual, we identify x £ CC(G) with the el-
ement ¡x(s)i(s)ds of C*(G). Recall from [Rael, Proposition 2(2)] that if

u: G —» UM(A) is a strictly continuous homomorphism, there is a unique non-

degenerate homomorphism u: C*(G) -* M(A) such that u(x) = Jx(s)usds

for x £ CC(G), called the integrated form of u. Here, the comultiplication ¿G

on C*(G) will be the integrated form of the homomorphism s >-» i(s) ® i(s) of

G into UM(C*(G) ® C*(G)). As before, all C*-tensor products are meant to
be minimal unless otherwise specified.

Definition 7.1. A full coaction of G on a C*-algebra A is a nondegenerate

homomorphism 3: A —► M(A ® C*(G)) such that

(a) ¿(a)(l ®x)€ ,4 ®C*(G), for a£A and x £ C*(G);
(b) (¿ ® /) o 8 = (i ® ¿G) o 8 as maps of A into M(A ® C*(G) ® C*(G)).

Examples 7.2. (1) The comultiplication ¿G is a full coaction of G on C*(G).
To see (a), note that if x, y e CC(G) then

Sg(x)( 1 ®y) = 8G (Jx(s)i(s) ds) (fyWV ® '(0) dt)

=       x(s)y(t)(i(s)®i(st))dsdt

=       x(s)y(s~xt)(i(s)®i(t))dsdt.

Approximating F(s, t) = x(s)y(s~xt) uniformly on suppF by elements of

CC(G) © CC(G) c CC(G x G), and using, for example, [Rael, Lemma 8], shows

that this element of M(C*(G) ® C*(G)) actually belongs to C*(G) ® C*(G),
giving (a). The coaction identity (b) holds because both sides are the integrated

form of the homomorphism s >-> i (s) ® i(s) ® i(s).

(2) The integrated form of the homomorphism 5 i-> XG(s) ® i(s): G —>

UM(C*(G) ® C*(G)) factors through the regular representation XG (because

= 11 x(s)y(t)(i(s)®i(st))dsdt
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AdwG(XG(s)®i(s)) = XG(s)®l in Af(JT(L2(G))®C*(G))), and hence induces

a nondegenerate homomorphism 3 of C*(G) into M(C*(G) ® C*(G)). Ap-
plying Xq ® i to the calculation in the previous example shows that 8 is a full

coaction of G on C*(G).
(3) The usual modifications of the above arguments give full dual coactions

à of G on any crossed product or reduced crossed product by an action a of

G ; à is characterised on generators by

â(iA(a)) = iA(a) ® 1,        à(iG(s)) = iG(s) ® i(s).

Our main reason for using full coactions is to avoid hypotheses of amenabil-

ity. In particular, we can restrict a full coaction of G to a quotient G/N,
even if the subgroup N is not amenable, thus dodging some technical problems

encountered in [Man], [PR]. To check the details, we need to consider the inte-

grated form q of the strictly continuous homomorphism s >-> i(sN) of G into

UM(C*(G/N)). Let x £ CC(G). If we normalise Haar measures on N, G,

and G/N so that JG x(s) ds = JG/N JN x(sn) dn d(sN), then

q(x) = q ( / x(s)i(s)ds J = / x(s)i(sN)ds

= [     ( [ x(sn)dn) i(sN) d(sN) ;
Jg/n \Jn /

in other words, q(x) is the element of C*(G/N) given by the function y(sN) =

Jx(sn)dn in CC(G/N). The map x t-> y carries CC(G) onto CC(G/N)
(given y, choose <f> £ CC(G) such that j<t>(-n)dn = 1 on suppy, and let

x(s) = y(sN)<f>(s) ), and hence q is actually a homomorphism of C*(G) onto

C*(G/N).

Lemma 7.3. If 3: A —► M(A ® C*(G)) is a full coaction, then 3\ = (i ® q) o 3 is
a full coaction of G/N on A.

Proof. First of all, ¿| is nondegenerate because 3 and q are. Definition 7.1

(a) follows from the corresponding property of 8 and the surjectivity of q . To

verify the coaction identity, note that

(¿| ® i) o ¿I = (/ ® q ® i) o (¿ ® i) o (i ® q) o 8

= (i®q®q)o(8®i)o8

= (t ® q ® q) o (i ® 3G) o 3,

so we need (q ® q) o ¿G = 8G/n ° Q • But both sides of this last equation are the

integrated form of the homomorphism s i-> i(sN) ® i(sN).   G

Definition 7.4. Let 8 be a full coaction of G on A . A covariant representation

of (A, G, 8) is a pair (re, p) of nondegenerate representations of A, Q(G)

on %? such that

re ® i(8(a)) = p® i(wG)(n(a) ® l)p ® i(w*G)       in M(JT(ßr) ® C*(G)).

Definition 7.5. Let 3 be a full coaction of G on A. A cocrossed product for

(A,G,S) is a triple (B,jA,jG) consisting of a C*-algebra B and nondegen-

erate homomorphisms jA: A -> M(B), jG: C0(G) -> M(B) satisfying

(a)   jA ® t(3(a)) = jG ® i(wG)(jA(a) ® l)jG ® i(u£) in M(Ä ® C*(G)) ;
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(b) for every covariant representation (re, p) of (A, G, ¿) there is a non-

degenerate representation re x p of B such that (re x p) o jA = n,
(re x p) o jG = p ;

(c) the span of {jA(a)jG(f) \ a £ A, f £ Q(G)} is a dense subspace of
B.

Remarks 7.6. (1) Condition (a) implies that if p is a nondegenerate represen-

tation of B, then (p o jA , p o jG) is a covariant representation of (A, G, 8).

Because we are using minimal tensor products, if p is a faithful representation

of B, then p®t is faithful on B®C*(G), and the covariance of (pojA , pojG)

implies condition (a). Hence, modulo the change of tensor norm, this definition

is equivalent to the one in [Rae3].

(2) As was pointed out in [Rae4] (see also [Quil]), the change to ®m¡n should

make no difference to the arguments in [Rae4], and we claim that all the results

of [Rae4] are valid for our present notion of full coaction: at worst, we have to

apply the canonical quotient map i ®m¡n / to all the calculations. In particular,

the argument of [Rae4, Theorem 2.13] shows that there is a unique cocrossed

product, and we denote it by (A xs G, jA , jG).

(3) As observed in [Rae4, Remark 2.2(4)], composing a coaction satisfying the

stronger conditions of [Rae4, Definition 2.1 ] with the quotient map / ®mjn i onto

^®minC*(G) will give a full coaction as in Definition 7.1; in these cases, we are

almost certainly throwing information away when we pass to ®mjn , although it

is true that this information is irrelevant when we discuss representation theory

[Rae4, Remark 2.5( 1 )] or take the cocrossed product [Rae4, Theorem 4.1]. Con-

versely, it is not clear whether every full coaction of the kind considered here

is naturally associated with one of the kind studied in [Rae4]. Example 7.2 (2)

suggests that one might have to change the algebra to do this: it seems unlikely

that C*(G) carries a coaction of G which is full in the sense of [Rae4]. To
see the problem, note that the maximal tensor product C*(G) ®max C*(G) has

representations re for which reo¿G does not obviously factor through C*(G):

for example, how about the representation re = XG x pG on L2(G) ? (Since

the first draft of the present paper, the first author has verified that the natural

coaction of G on C*(G) does not factor through a full coaction in the sense

of [Rae4].)

Definition 7.7. Let 3 be a full coaction of G on A. A twist for 3 relative to

G/N is a nondegenerate homomorphism j: Cq(G/N) —» M(A) such that

(1) (t, j) is covariant in the sense that

¿|(a) = j ® i(wG/N)(a ®l)j® i(w*G/N)       in M (A ® C*(G/N)) ;

(2) 3(j(f)) = j(f) ® 1 for f £ C0(G/N).
We refer to the pair (¿ , j) as a twisted full coaction of (G, G/N) on A .

We first observe that this definition can alternatively be couched in terms of

the corepresentation w = j ® i(wG¡N), as in [PR]:

Lemma 7.8. Let j be a twist for 8 relative to G/N, and let w = j ® i(wG/N) £

M(A®C*(G/N)). Then

(a) wx2wxi = i®8G/N(w);

(b) 8\(a) = w(a®l)w*;
(c) 3®i(w) = wx3.
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Conversely, if w £ M (A ® C*(G/N)) is a unitary satisfying (a), (b), and (c),

then there is a twist j: Co(G/N) -» M (A) for S such that j(f) = S/(w) for
f £ B(G/N),andw = j® i(wG/N).

Proof. By Lemma A. 1 below, the nondegenerate homomorphism j determines

and is determined by the unitary w = j®i(wG/N) satisfying (a). Equation (b) is

a restatement of Definition 7.7 (1), and slicing (c) with elements of A(G/N) c

C*(G/N)* gives Definition 7.7 (2). Conversely, given Definition 7.7 (2), we

can deduce immediately that

(7.1) Sf(3 ® i(w)) = 3(Sf(w)) = 8(j(f)) = j(f) ® 1 = Sf(wx3)

for all / £ A(G/N). However, it follows from Lemma A.2 that j(f) = Sf(w)
for / £ B(G/N). Since 3 , j , and Sf are all strictly continuous, this allows us

to extend the calculation (7.1) to f £ B(G/N), which is enough to give (c).   G

Examples 7.9. ( 1 ) The lemma shows that if G is amenable, this notion of twist

is equivalent to the one in [PR]. In particular, when G is abelian, a coaction 3

of G has a twist relative to G/N if and only if the corresponding action of G
has a Green twisting map on Nx (cf. [PR, 2.3]).

(2) If e is a full coaction of TV, and C: C*(N) -* M(C*(G)) is the inte-
grated form of n i-> iG(n), then ¿ = (i ® C) o e is a full coaction of G, and

j(f) = f(N)l is a twist for 8 relative to G/N (see the proof of Corollary 4.5).

(3) There is always a twisted full coaction of (G, G/N) on the cocrossed

product A x¿| G/N :

Lemma 7.10. If 8 is a full coaction of G on A, there is a full coaction y of G

on the cocrossed product A xS\ G/N such that

(7.2) y{JA(a)jG/N(f)) = Ja ® i(8(a))(jG/N(f) ® 1),

and jG/N is a twist for y relative to G/N.

Proof. Let re = (jA ® i) o 3, p = jG/N ®t. As in [PR, 3.3], the covariance of

(Ja , Jg/n) and the identity 3 ® i(3\(a)) = i ® o(8\ ® i(8(a))) imply that

re ® t(3\(a))p ® i(wG/n) = P ® i(wG/N)(n(a) ® 1).

The universal property of the cocrossed product A xá\ G/N now gives us a

nondegenerate homomorphism y = rex^of^x¿| G/N into M ((A xS\ G/N) ®

C*(G)) satisfying (7.2) (see Corollary 7.14 below); the proof that y isacoaction

carries over from [PR, Lemma 3.3] (just replace XG(z) £ C*(G) by z e C*(G) ).

We can use the covariance of (jA , Jg/n) and the argument of [PR, Lemma 3.4]

to verify that j = Jg/n has property (1) of Definition 7.7; since equation (7.2)

implies property (2), we deduce that j is a twist for y .   G

Definition 7.11. Let (¿, j) be a twisted full coaction of (G, G/N) on A . We
say that a covariant representation (re, p) of (A, G, 8) preserves j if re o j =

ß\c0(G/N) ■ Let

Ij = (|{ ker re x p | (re, p) is covariant and preserves /}.

The twisted cocrossed product A x¿G/Nj G is the quotient A xâ G/Ij . We

write q¡ for the quotient map of AxsG onto A xG/N G.
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Remark 7.12. Once we have established the analogue of [PR, Proposition 2.11]

for twisted cocrossed products by full coactions (Proposition 7.13 below), the

proof of [PR, Theorem 3.1] carries over almost verbatim; all we have to do is

replace i®XG(wG), i®Xg,n(wg/n) by wG, wG/N (and to make it easier, in
the preprint half the XG 's are already missing). Hence the decomposition

A xs G = (A xâl G/N) xG/N Gd V d\       I      !      G/N

is valid whether N is amenable or not.

Proposition 7.13 (cf. [PR, Proposition 2.11]). Let (8, j) be a twisted full coac-

tion of (G, G/N) on A, and let kA = q¡ o jA , kG = q¡ o jG. Then

(a) kA® t(8(a)) = kG® t(wG)(kA(a) ® l)kG® i(wG),        a£A;

(b) kAoj = kG\C0(G/N);
(c) for every covariant representation (re, p) of (A, G, 8) which preserves

j, there is a nondegenerate representation re xG/N p of A xSG/Nj G

such that

(re xG/Np)okA = n,        (re xG/Np)okG = p;

(d) the set {kA(a)kG(f) \ a e A, f e C0(G)} spans a dense subspace of

A xG/NG.

Proof. Property (d) follows from the corresponding property of (AxsG, jA,

jG), which is given in Definition 7.5 (c), and (a) from equation (a) of Definition

7.5. For (b), we have to show that

QjUa o j(f) -jG(f)) = 0,        f£ Co(G/N),

or, equivalently, that jA o j(f) = jG(f) belongs to ker0 x v whenever (</>, v)

preserves j. However,

<t> x HJa o j(f) - jG(f)) = <f> o j(f) - Hf)

vanishes precisely when (<¡>,v) preserves j, so this is clear. Finally, if (re, v)

preserves j, nxu vanishes on /,, and hence factors through a nondegenerate

representation <p of A xG/N G = A x G/Ij—in other words, re x p = <f> o q¡ .

But then

(j)okA = <f>oqjOJA = (nxp)ojA = 7t,        (f>okG = p,

and we can take re xG/N p = j .   a

Corollary 7.14. Suppose (8, j) is a twisted full coaction of (G, G/N) on A, and
re: A —> M(C), p: Co(G) —> Af(C) is a pair of nondegenerate homomorphisms

such that

(a) n®i(8(a)) = p®t(wG)(n(a)®l)p®i(wG)       in M(C®C*(G));

(b) re o j = p\Co(G/N) ■

Then there is a nondegenerate homomorphism re xG/N p: A xG/N G —» M(C)

such that (re xG¡N p) o kA = re and (re xGjN p)o kG = p.

Proof. If we represent C nondegenerately and faithfully on a Hilbert space %?,

then (re, p) becomes a covariant representation of (A, G, ¿) which preserves

j . Thus the proposition gives a nondegenerate representation re x G/N p with

(re xG/W p) o kA = re and (re x^ p) o kG = p .  These equations imply that
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nxG/Np takes values in M(C) = { T £ ^f(^) \ TC c C and CT c C } , and,
together with the nondegeneracy of re and p, that re xG/N p is nondegenerate

as a homomorphism into M(C).   G

Corollary 7.15. The properties (a)-(d) of Proposition 7.13 uniquely characterize

the triple (A xG/W G ,kA, kG) up to isomorphism.

Finally, the proofs of Theorems 4.4 and 5.2 carry over to full coactions,

without any assumption of amenability of N. The same holds true for their
corollaries, except that we need amenability of N in Corollary 4.7 and nonde-

generacy of e in Proposition 6.2.

Appendix

We establish an analog of Lemma 1.2 with C*(G) replacing C*(G):

Lemma A.l. Suppose p: Q(G) —> M(A) is a nondegenerate homomorphism.

Then w = p® i(wG) is a unitary element of M(A ® C*(G)) satisfying

(A.l) wx2wx3 = i®SG(w).

Conversely, if w £ UM (A ® C*(G)) satisfies (A.l), there is a nondegenerate

homomorphism p of Co(G) to A such that

p(f) = Sf(w),        f£A(G)cC*(G)*;
w = p® t(wG).

Proof. Because p is nondegenerate, p ® i extends uniquely to a strictly contin-

uous *-homomorphism of M(Cq(G) ® C*(G)), and the identity (A.l) follows

from the equation (wG)X2(wG)X3 = i®SG(wG) in M(C0(G)®C*(G)®C*(G)).

So now suppose that w satisfies (A.l). Since the functional on C*(G) deter-

mined by / £ A(G) c B(G) = C*(G)* factors through XG, we have Sf(w) =
Sf(t ® XG(w)), and we can apply Lemma 1.2 to W = i ® XG(w) to deduce

that p(f) = Sf(w) defines a nondegenerate homomorphism p of Q(G) into

M (A). It therefore remains to verify that w = p® t(wG) ■

Note straightaway that for / £ A(G), we have

(A.2) Sf(w) = p(f) = p(Sf(wG)) = Sf(p ® i(wG)),

which implies i ® XG(w) = p ® XG(wG) because A(G) c C*(G)* c C*(G)*
separates points of C*(G) ; we need to show (A.2) also holds for f € B(G).

The problem is that, while the nondegenerate homomorphism p extends to a
strictly continuous homomorphism p on Q(G) = M(Cq(G)) , it is not obvious

that we then have p(f) = S/(w) for / e B(G), and in the last equality in

(A.2) we need to use p rather than p. The next lemma fills this gap, and is

also useful elsewhere.

Lemma A.2. Let w £ UM(A®C*(G)) satisfy (A.l), and let p: C0(G) -» M (A)
be the nondegenerate homomorphism such that p(f) = S/(w) for f e ^4(G).
Let p be the strictly continuous extension of p to C¡,(G) = M(Cq(G)) . Then

p(f) = Sf(w) for f £ B(G).
Proof. We can certainly define a bounded linear map v: B(G) —> M(A) by

v(f) = Sf(w). For f, g £ B(G), the functional (f ® g) o ¿G is given by the
pointwise product fgeB(G). (To see this, approximate g by x-h for some
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x e CC(G) c C*(G), and compute (f ®x-h, 3G(y)) = (f ® h, 8G(y)(l ®x)) for
y e CC(G).) Thus equation (A.l) implies

v(f)u(g) = Sf(w)Sg(w) = Sf®g(wx2wx3)

= Sf®g(i ® Sg(w)) = S{f®g)oÔG(w) = v(fg),

and v is a homomorphism. Now because p is nondegenerate as a homomor-

phism of ^4(G) into M (A), the multipliers p(f) and v(f ) are determined

by their values on elements of the form p(g)a for g e A(G). Then because

ß = v\a(G) and A(G) is an ideal in B(G), we have

u(f)(p(g)a) = v(f)(v(g)a) = u(fg)a = p(fg)a = p(f)(p(g)a).

This completes the proofs of Lemmas A.l and A.2.   G

Remark. It follows from Lemma A.2 that v(f) = Sf(w) actually defines a *-

homomorphism v of 5(G) into M (A). We saw in the proof how to see that

v{f)v(g) = v(fg) directly, but the identity v(f) = v(f*) may not be so easy:

the proof given here depends on the corresponding property of p = v\A(G),

which is quite subtle (cf. [NT, proof of Theorem A.l]).
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